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Nine Simple Laws to Create Joy and Grace:
A Comprehensive Guide to Manifestation
Wonderfully moving!
by Tammy H.
“Nine Simple Laws to Create Joy and Grace: A Comprehensive Guide
to Manifestation” will guide you to open your mind, heal your
wounds, reconnect with your intuition and grow as an individual. The
exercises in the book make it easy to be honest with oneself and take
responsibility, while offering a new way of looking at things. I
recommend this book to anyone looking for a serious change in their
life through self-exploration.
A Journey Of Life Energy and Manifestation
by Honest Critique
Truly an enlightening book! The powerful affirmations when said by themselves as well in a
relaxed and accepting manner brings inner empowerment that reflects in your physical realm.
You can't help being taken into Aaron and Sue's inspirational fulfilling journey to betterment.
You deserve and owe it to yourself to let the energy and wisdom of this book flow within to
create and manifest something you have only dreamed of. If you read only certain chapters
you miss the golden nuggets of information that lead as a thread to the other chapters. A
great read with a simple to understand format. Awesome book don't miss out!
Very unique and fantastic book!
by Em Hanks
Nine Simple Laws to Create Joy and Grace has already changed my perception on life, and I
find myself much more positive and less stressed. It is totally different than any other book I
have ever seen, and allows me to understand the universal laws by stories, examples,
exercises and affirmations. Even better, I can FEEL what it feels like to live in alignment with
each law with the 9 amazing Stone Play Crystal layout designs, and the (optional) BioMorphic
Geometry companion booklet. Thank you for writing such a great book!
A guide to connecting to our inner joy.....
by Teri S. Kashner
Nine Simple Laws, like most essential truths, is simply written while the layers of meaning, and
thus, understanding are profound. There is no question there is real potential for inner growth
if the reader takes the time to contemplate these truths beyond just reading the book. The
exercises are simple and can easily give rise to personalizing one’s own exercises as you see fit.
The stone play configurations create a subtle and powerful energy of each law's energetic
essence resonating with our own personal energy. The affirmations are well thought out and
comprehensive in regard to the essence of each law. I put the affirmations in an index card
booklet and refer to/practice them daily. A must-have!

